
Although the 2020 U.S. Presidential election received 
significant analysis, less research focusing on the state-level 
elections exists. To better understand ballot roll-off, which 
occurs when voters do not cast votes for each race on their 
ballot, we explore vote share for state senate candidates in 
Connecticut, Georgia, and Minnesota. Using the currently 
available candidate data, we examine whether campaign available candidate data, we examine whether campaign 
spending is a reliable predictor of ballot roll-off.

Is there a relationship between ballot roll-off and spending 
in state senate races?

Which factors predict knowledge of incumbent in state 
senate races?
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Ballot roll-o exists in each three states. We see the most variation in Georiga, where many of the races were 
uncontested.   
In a November 2020 survey, 46.5% of the 837 respondents correctly identified their State Senate incumbent. 
In Connecticut, 59% correctly identified the incumbent. Similarly, in Minnesota, 55% did. However, in Georgia, 
where 60 respondents were from open seat districts, only 34% correctly identified their incumbent.       
Using logistic regression, we explored which variables are more likely to predict whether someone correctly 
identifies their state senate incumbent.    
The amount spent in a district is not a statistically significant predictor of whether a respondent correctly 
identifies the incumbent in the race. Several demographic variables (age, gender, education, and interest in 
state politics) are statistically significant predictors of whether the respondent can correctly identify the 
incumbent. In open seat races, respondents are more likely to give an incorrect answer to the incumbency incumbent. In open seat races, respondents are more likely to give an incorrect answer to the incumbency 
question (in such cases the correct answer is that neither candidate was the incumbent).


